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We shall study homeomorphisms of the closed unit disc U onto itself which
preserve the two dimensional Lebesgue mesure m of uny measurable set in U.
Special emphasis is given to the investigation of the induced boundary cor-
respondence.
The regularity conditions for the homeomorphisms h will successively be

weakened. Starting off with diffeomorphism and bi-Lipschitzin mppings
we are led to homeomorphisms with generalized prtil derivatives nd com-
positions thereof. All mppings considered will be sense preserving.
A homeomorphism h of the closed unit disc U onto itself is sid to hve

boundary wlues ff() if h(e) e. If we sy that the boundary homeo-
morphism k hs certain properties, we mean that k considered s function
from R onto R has these properties. Cleurly () will lwys be periodic
with period 2r. Also, since b is homeomorphism the derivative b’ db/d
exists me. nd is periodic function.
The simplest examples of mesure preserving homeomorphisms re the

rotations. These induce a boundary correspondence ff() const. They
are the only mppings with Lipschitz constant 1 ( homeomorphism h with
J 1 me. in U nd stisfying lh(x) h(x’)! <= Ix x’i for 11 x, x’ in U must
be conforml).

If the mesure preserring homeomorphism h is Lipsehitz-continuous with
constant c ->__ 1 (i.e. lh(x) h(x’)[ <= c Ix x’l for 11 x, x’ in U), then the sme
holds for its inverse nd lso for its boundary correspondence. This follows
esily from the fact that such Lipschitz-continuous homeomorphism h is
u.e. (totally) differentible with Jcobin determinant equal to 1. h therefore
is c-qusiconforml mpping nd the sme must hold for its inverse h-.
But then h-x is .e. differentible nd its Jcobin determinant is equal to 1
.e. Hence h- is Lipschitz continuous with constant c.

Conversely if the boundary homeomorphism k nd its inverse re Lipschitz-
continuous with constant c, then there exists mesure preserving homeo-
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